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I
JOUNEY INTO ETHIOPIA

It was advertisement like this in Bombay that led to the walk in interview and an on the spot
appointment offer that started the journey.

This has prompted urgent measures of getting

married, getting the passports and other arrangements.

Ponnamma and I went to Kerala and

got married in a week time and returned to Bombay. We lived temporarily as a paying guest in
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the living room of a friend's house in Dadar. We applied for a joint passport. The passport
application went in smooth as residents of Bombay and arrived in two weeks.

It was a

combined passport for Mr. & Mrs. Ninan. By the end of January and when the tickets arrived we
were ready to go.
I placed my resignation with the Institute of Science Ponnamma with the Indian Railways.

A new door to an unknown world opens

By early February 1960 we took our flight to Addis Ababa. The route was Bombay, Aden,
Djibouti, Diredawa, Addis Ababa. First leg of the flight was from Bombay to Aden by Air India.

This route has special significance in terms of the history of the Airlines of India. On October
15th, 1932 JRD Tata took off from Karachi to Ahmedabad and on to Bombay in a solo flight
carrying postage mail. He landed at the Juhu airstrip and India's civil aviation took off. It was
then known as Tata Airlines.

In 1946, Tata Airlines became Air India and in 1953, the

Government of India nationalized the company. By the time we were scheduled the aircraft of
the day was

Boeing DC 3 Dakota, which carried around 30 passengers. During the Second

World War the DC-3 was called the Dakota by the British, the C-47 Skytrains by the Air
Transport Command, R-4Ds by the US Navy. This indeed was the first time we were on the
plane and we were indeed scared especially as the aircraft took off. The Air Hostesses made us
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comfortable and the flight went very well except for the taking off at various airports and landing.
We clutched each other in those times to be comforted and made brave.
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Aden was a British Protectorate at that time and was a duty free port.

Routes of Air India by 1962
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Aden to Djibouti to Dire Dawa was by Aden Airways. It was a very small plane, which carried
only six people. It had no seats except two benches on either side of the plane. The seat belts
were hanging from the top. It was essentially a Qat transport with sacks full of them along with
the passengers. When the plane makes any slight angle all the boxes and bags rolled across
the middle.

Catha edulis (khat, qat, or "edible kat" is a flowering plant native to the Horn of Africa and
the Arabian Peninsula. Among communities from these areas, khat chewing has a history
as a social custom dating back thousands of years. Khat contains a monoamine alkaloid
called cathinone, an amphetamine-like stimulant, which is said to cause excitement, loss
of appetite and euphoria. In 1980, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified it as a
drug of abuse that can produce mild-to-moderate psychological dependence (less than
tobacco or alcohol), although WHO does not consider khat to be seriously addictive. It is
a controlled substance in some countries, such as Canada, Germany, the United
Kingdom, and the United States, while its production, sale, and consumption are legal in
other nations, including Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia, and Yemen and is chewed together
as a family.

The flight was miserable. Everyone had airsickness except Ponnamma. Djibouti to Dire Dawa
(second largest city in Ethiopia) was a short flight. By the time we reached there we were
miserable and were talking about taking a train from Dire Dawa to Addis Ababa. But that took
24 hours. To add to it all we did not have any foreign currently to buy any food or drink at the
Dire Dawa Airport. Indian money was unacceptable at those places. Fortunately there was a
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Malayalee couple working in the UN who had dollars and they were good enough to lent some
money.
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The flight from Dire Dawa to Addis Ababa was in a small plane, but comfortable. It flew over the
trees at low altitude.

We were supposed to be met by the personal from the Ministry of

Education. But since the timing was wrong, no one was there. However one of the Malayalee
teachers, Mr. Abraham was there to pick one of his friends who were expected on the plane.
Since they never came on this flight, he took us and put us in the Hotel in the central Plaza of
Addis Ababa.
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II
FIRST FOREIGN APPOINTMENT

The next day we were brought to the Ministry of Education Office and the contract was signed
with the standard salary for all Indian teachers - Ethiopian dollars 400 per month, a handsome
salary in those days. That was the salary offered to the Indian teachers. British Teachers were
given dollars 700 then. The officer did not forget to mention that though there are 13 months in
the Ethiopian year there is no salary for the 13th month.

Air cooled Volkswagen Beetle

HAILE SELASSIE I DAY SCHOOL
To the surprise of all the Indians I was appointed at the Haile Selassie I Day School. All others
were appointed to various far away villages at first. Later they were transferred as an award for
good teaching to Addis. This was the first secondary school to be openned in this country in
1943. Haile Sellassie I Secondary School in Kotabe, on a beautiful hill, just outside of Addis
Ababa. Most of the students were boarders, from the upper crust of society, the pick of
Ethiopia’s total student population.
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The two other secondary schools, General Wingate School under British management, and
Tafari Makonnen School under French Jesuit management were also prestigious.

But this

school was the most prestigious of all. It is said that "All the ministers of the Government for
some time to come were graduates of Haile Selassie I Day School known as Andanja Deraja if
they had a high school education at all." Many years later when I went to Yemen, the Manager
of the Kuwait Air ways was one of my students.

'A' probably marks the Haile Selassie I day School in Kebena in this google map

Apparently after the communist take over the school is not to found at least in that name nor is it
mentioned in any of the log. The one time elite school disappeared from history except in the
mind of those who worked there.
It was the Emperor’s favorite school. Almost every month he paid the school a visit and brought
with him a truckload of sweets and fruits for distribution among the students. He visited the
class rooms and mingled with them. They were the hope of the future.

"The salvation of our country, Ethiopia, as we have repeatedly stated to you, lies primarily in
education. As Ethiopia is one, all Ethiopians are also one, and education is the only way to
maintain this condition." Nov. 7, 1949. Selected Speeches of His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie
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When we reached there two of our friends were already there for almost an year but in Debra
Berhan one of the nearest towns to Addis Ababa. These were Mr. P.V.Ommen who was with
me in the YMCA together studying for M.Sc Physics and the other was a neighbor of
Ponnamma, Mr. K.C.Nainan also named Joy. So he came to be known as Kochu Joy (Younger
Joy) and I was known as Valiya Joy (Elder Joy). All three were very closely knit friends all our
days. They warned me that I may be asked to teach any subject which may be a subject which
I have never even studied. But fortunately in my case everything went well and I was teaching
only Physics and Mathematics to GCE A level classes.
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III

The Ethiopian calendar ( zämän aḳoṭaṭär) is the principal calendar used in Ethiopia and also
serves as the liturgical calendar for Christians in Eritrea and Ethiopia belonging to the Orthodox
Tewahedo churches, Eastern Catholic Church and Coptic Orthodox Church. It is a sidereal
calendar based on the older Alexandrian or Coptic calendar, which in turn derives from the
Egyptian calendar, but like the Julian calendar, it adds a leap day every four years without
exception, and begins the year on August 29 or August 30 in the Julian calendar. A seven- to
eight-year gap between the Ethiopian and Gregorian calendars results from an alternate
calculation in determining the date of the Annunciation of Jesus. Like the Coptic calendar, the
Ethiopic calendar has twelve months of exactly 30 days each plus five or six epagomenal days,
which comprise a thirteenth month.

Ethiopians use the Incarnation Era, which dates from the Annunciation to Mary by the Angel,
which they consider as the day of Incarnation of Jesus, which falls on March 25 of 9 AD (in our
Julian calendar), as calculated by Annianus of Alexandria c. 400. Thus its first civil year began
seven months earlier on August 29, 8 AD. Meanwhile, Europeans eventually adopted the
calculations made by Dionysius Exiguus in 525 AD instead, which placed the Annunciation eight
years earlier than had Annianus. This causes the Ethiopian year number to be eight years less
than the Gregorian year number from January 1 until September 10 or 11, then seven years
less for the remainder of the Gregorian year. Incidentally if we take March 25 as the date of
11
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conception of Jesus by Mary and using the 13-month cycle adding 280 days we should arrive at
the date of birth of Jesus. 280/30 = 9 months and 10 days. Adding 9 months to the March 25
we will arrive at the date of Christmas as exactly December 25 + 10 days giving a date on the
13th month last days. If we use the modern calendar of variable days in a month we have. So
Christmas should fall between December end and early Jan. Ethiopian Christmas is on Jan 6.

The Ethiopic Enochian Calendar had 364 days per year. The Book of Enoch, whose Ethiopic
version in its entirety survived only in Ethiopia and was taken to Europe by James Bruce, was
publicized around 1790 A.D. The Book of Enoch has been part of the Ethiopian Bible and
Enoch 28:11 mentions the completion of the year in 364 days. The incarnation calendar takes
care of the extra days as the variable 13th month. The Egyptian solar calendar consisted of 12
30-day months with five extra festival days at the end of the year. Ancient Egyptians followed
the Sothic Year of slightly over 365¼ days, i.e. 365.25636 days.)

The Months in Ethiopian and Coptic calendars
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IV
ETHIOPIAN DOLLAR - BIR

One Ethiopian Dollar was equivalent about 4 Indian Rupees at that time when my salary in the
Royal Institute of Science was 275 Rupees per month. The salary I was offered in Ethiopia was
400 dollars per month.
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1 cent copper coin and 25 cent Copper coins of 1960

I was also given a vehicle advance to buy a donkey an amount of 400 dollars. Of course the
standard vehicle used by all Indian teachers were the Volkswagen beetle air cooled with its tiny
engine at the back. Apparently one surprised guy after opening the front hood cried out, "There
is no engine in my car." The one who heard it consoled him saying: "Don't worry I have a spare
one in the back boot of my car."
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Addis Ababa Central Plaza
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V

In fact, evolutionists believe that Ethiopia may well be the beginning of mankind. The fossils of
the oldest living humanoid of female gender which they call as “Lucy” was discovered in the
northern section of Ethiopia.

Lucy is the common name of AL 288-1, several hundred pieces of bone representing about 40%
of the skeleton of a female Australopithecus afarensis. It was discovered in 1974 at Hadar in the
Awash Valley of Ethiopia's Afar Depression. In paleoanthropology, usually only fossil fragments
are found and only rarely are skulls or ribs uncovered intact; thus this discovery was
extraordinary and provided an enormous amount of scientific evidence. Lucy is estimated to
have lived 3.2 million years ago, and is classified as a hominin. The skeleton shows evidence of
small skull capacity akin to that of apes and of bipedal upright walk akin to that of humans.
(wiki)
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Celebrating Lucy's 3.2 Million years
20 Ethiopian Dollar Bir Gold Coin.
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VI
HERITAGE OF KING SOLOMON AND QUEEN OF SHEBA
MENELIK AND THE ARK OF THE COVENANT

THE IMPERIAL CREST OF THE HOUSE OF SOLOMON
Ethiopia is evidently one of the oldest countries in the world. In the long and disturbed history of
the African continent, Ethiopia remains the only country, which has never been colonized except
for a few years by the Italian Nazis.
Herodotus the Greek historian of the fifth century B.C. describes ancient Ethiopia in his writings.

The Old Testament of the Bible records the Queen of Sheba’s visit to Jerusalem. Sheba (Known
in Ethiopia as Makeda) was the Queen of Saba, modern Yemen. Ethiopia was one of the
possessions of Queen Sheba. "The kings of Abyssinia trace their descent back to a certain
Menelik, the reputed son of the Queen of Sheba and Solomon (Ewald and Winer). The African
traveler Hugues le Roux claims to have discovered in an Abyssinian manuscript in the Geez
dialect the earliest version of the story of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, which had been
known previously only through popular tradition ("Deutsche Literaturzeitung," 1904, col. 1826).
The present (1905) ruler of Abyssinia, at the time of his victory over the forces of Italy, actually
declared himself to be a descendant of the Judean lion. A study on the legend in question as it
exists in the tradition of Axum, a place of pilgrimage to the west of Adua, was published by
Littmann in 1904." Jewish Encyclopedia 1906
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BBC history channel gives the following insights:
The Ethiopian holy book - the Kebra Nagast - gives several stories. One such account states
that Solomon has heard that Sheba had a cloven left foot like that of a goat and a hairy leg.
Eager to see if the story is true, he has the floor of his court polished until it is like glass. When
the Queen of Sheba walked across the floor, Solomon saw the reflection of her cloven foot.
Right in front of his eyes, it transformed and becomes normal. (PBS)
King Solomon evidently had a weakness for beautiful sexy women and asked her to stay with
him.

The Queen agreed to stay with King Solomon as a guest. An unmarried woman, she

warned the King not to touch her. He replied that in exchange she should not take anything of
his while she stayed in his palace. However Solomon added salt to her food and drinks during
the dinner. In the middle of her first night she became thirsty and she took a glass of water.
Solomon confronted her and accused her of breaking her agreement. They spend the night
together and when she returned home in Axum in northern Ethiopia, she was pregnant with a
child. She gave birth to Solomon's son, who was named Menelik, meaning 'Son of the Wise'.
At the age of 22, in 950 B.C., Menelik traveled to Jerusalem by way of Gaza, seeking Solomon's
blessing, and identified himself to his father with the ring, which Solomon gave to Sheba.
Solomon greeted him with joy and invited him to remain there to rule after his death. But Menelik
refused and decided to return home. Under cover of darkness he left the city - taking with him its
most precious relic, the Ark of the Covenant with the original Tablets containing the Ten
Commandments. When Menelik became emperor, he claimed that the royal priests of the
temple of Solomon entrusted him with the Ark of the Covenant because King Solomon was
slipping into apostasy. A replica was then left behind in Israel. He took it to Axum, where it still
resides today, in a specially built treasury in the courtyard of St Mary's Church.
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/cultures/sheba_01.shtml
London's National Archives contain letters dating from 1872, written by Prince Kasa (later King
John IV) of Ethiopia to Queen Victoria, in which he writes (translated):
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"There is a book called Kebra Nagast which contains the law of the whole of Ethiopia, and the
names of the shums (governors), churches and provinces are in this book. I pray you will find
out who has got this book and send it to me, for in my country my people will not obey my
orders without it."

On Victoria's permit, the book was returned to Ethiopia, and it is now kept in Raguel Church in
Addis Ababa, where a front-page inscription explains its history.

The Glory of the Kings is a 14th-century account written in Ge'ez of the origins of the Solomonic
line of the Emperors of Ethiopia. The text, in its existing form, is at least 700 years old and is
considered by many Ethiopian Christians and Rastafarians to be an inspired and a reliable work.
It contains an account of how the Queen of Sheba/ Queen Makeda of Ethiopia met King
Solomon and about how the Ark of the Covenant came to Ethiopia with Menelik I (Menyelek). It
also discusses the conversion of the Ethiopians from the worship of the Sun, Moon and stars to
that of the "Lord God of Israel".
The birth of Menelik, Son of Solomon, King of Israel and the Queen Sheba of Ethiopia. (970-33
B.C.)
The Ark of the Covenant, which was brought to Axum from Jerusalem by the Levites. (946-B.C.)

The Ark of the Covenant is an artifact associated with Jewish, Islamic, and Christian faiths.
Depending on the source, the Ark holds the Ten Commandments, a staff that once became a
snake, a portion of the Torah, and a measure of manna.
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After the Babylonian siege of Jerusalem in the 6th Century B.C.E., the Ark of the Covenant
disappeared from religious records. Where did it go?
Some claim that soon after the Ethiopian civil war, as the Communist came to power, Israel sent
in a group of commandos from the tribe of Levi and the carried the Ark onto a plane and back to
Israel in 1991.
AXUM
Axum was established in c 100BC and is the place where the Ark of the covenant is found.
It is also famous for its seven mysterious monolithic stelae and others.

Old Cathedral of St. Mary of Zion, is claimed to be the place the Ark of the covenant is safely
hidden. This is in the Northern Hill Country of Tigrynja. The original capital of the Kingdom of
Aksum or Axum, it is one of the oldest continuously inhabited places in Africa. Axum was a
naval and trading power that ruled the region from about 400 BC into the 10th century. The early
medieva European travelers referred to this place variously as Abyssinia, Ethiopia and even
India. In 1980 UNESCO added Aksum's archaeological sites to its list of World Heritage Sites
due to their historic value.

Old Cathedral of St. Mary of Zion, with the Sanctuary Chapel of the Arc of the Covenant in the
upper left side of the cathedral
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Church of Our Lady Mary of Zion in Ethiopia The Sactuary Chapel of the Ark of the Covenant at Axum

The stelae obelisks are believed to mark graves of the Kings dating over 1,700 years old.
Northern Stelae Park, contains huge obelisks ranging up to the 33-metre-long (3.84 metres
wide, 2.35 metres deep, weighing 520 tonnes). It is a mystery how they raised such obelisks in
place with human effort only. It is proposed that these were done with the power from the Ark.
.
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VII

TEWAHEDO
Tewahedo means a union which is a declaration of their Monophysite faith. Just as in marriage
two become one, in Christ his full humanity and full divinity became one. They are sometimes
refered to as Monophysite (one single nature), but the Church describe themselves better as
Miaphysite or Henophysite (one united nature).
St. Frumentius and the Conversion of Ezana to Christianity c. 330 A.D
In the Acts of the Apostles, VIII: 26-40, we are told of a certain Eunuch, the treasures of Queen
Candace of Ethiopia, who went to Jerusalem to worship the God of Israel. There he met Philip
the Deacon and was baptized by him. Ethiopian tradition asserts that he returned home and
evangelized the people.

" The Ethiopian, who was the first of the Gentiles to receive from Philip by revelation the
Mysteries of the Divine Word and was the first to return to his native land and preach the Gospel
of the knowledge of God of the Universe and the sojourn of our Savior which gives life to men,
so that by him was actually fulfilled the prophecy which says,' Ethiopia shall stretch out her
hands to God' "(Ps. 67:31 68). Eusebius

In his Homily on Pentecost, St. John Chrysostom mentions that the Ethiopians were present in
the Holy City on the day of Pentecost. Later, when the Apostles went out to preach the Gospel,
Matthew was allotted the task of carrying the good news to Ethiopia, where he suffered
martyrdom.

Ethiopian sources, such as the Synaxarium, make no mention of this, however; on the contrary,
Ethiopians believe that received Christianity without shedding apostolic blood.
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Nevertheless, Christian merchants from the Roman Empire Settled in the Aksumite region. In
important cities, such as Axum and Adulis, these Christian merchants had their prayer houses
and openly practiced their religion.

FRUMENTIUS AND AEDESIUS
The story of the conversation of the Axumites has come down to us in the work of the
contemporary Church historian, Rufinus (d 410 A.D). Meropius, a philosopher from Tyre, set out
to visit India accompanied by two young relatives, Frumentius and Aedesius.

Apparently they

followed the usual itinerary of the time along the Africa coast of the Red Sea. In the course of
their journey they run short of provisions and put in at a port of the African coast. The local
inhabitants, however, were hostile to Roman citizens, as they massacred Meropius and all
aboard the ship, sparing only the two boys, who were taken to the king. They soon gained his
interest and won his confidence. The younger, Aedesius, he made his cupbearer, while the
elder, Frumentius, who showed signs of wisdom and maturity, become his treasurer and
secretary. The king died early, leaving his wife with an infant son as heir to the throne. Now the
dying king had given Frumentius and Aedesius leave to return to their own country if they so
wished, but the Queen Mother who was left as Regent, begged them to remain to help her
administer the kingdom until her son should grow up. The young men agreed, and stayed to
carry out the task faithfully.

The thought of Frumentius then began to turn towards matters of faith. He sought out Christians
among the Roman merchants settled at Axum, and encouraged them to establish meetingplaces for prayer, helping then in every way he could, according them favors and benefits, and
gradually spreading the seed of Christianity among the people. The young king himself became
a convert. When he was old enough to rule the country alone, Frumentius and Aedesius asked
him for permission to leave Axum. Aedesius returned home to Tyre, but Frumentius went to
Alexandria and laid the whole affair before the newly- appointed patriarch, Athanasius, begging
him to appoint a bishop to minister to the needs of the growing Christian community at Axum.
The patriarch summoned a council of priests to consider the matter. It was agreed that
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Frumentius himself should be consecrated as the first Bishop of Axum. Thus he returned to
propagate the faith in the land he knew so well.

Although Rufinus does not specify the name of the country to which Frumentius went, other
sources are more specific in this respect. A letter from the Emperor Constantius, written in 356
A.D to his “precious brothers”, Aezana and Saezana, rulers of Axum, concerns the Bishop
Frumentius. Furthermore, the inscriptions and coins of the Emperor Ezana(320-360 AD) testify
to his adoption of Christianity. In his earlier inscriptions he styles himself “Son of unconquered
Mahrem”, but in the inscription after his victory over Nubia he employed anew terminology,
speaking of “the Lord of heaven and earth”, and describing how he had destroyed the “images
in their temples”, thus affirming his dissociation from paganism.

FRUMENTIUS
The First Bishop of Ethiopia

Greek inscription of Ezana monument, which documents the conversion of King Ezana to
Christianity and his subjugation of various neighboring areas, including Meroë. King Ezana's 70
feet Steele still standing unbroken
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A recently discovered Greek inscription belonging to Ezana leaves no doubt on this matter. It
begins: “in the faith of God and the power of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost”. Likewise,
the coins minted in the early part of Ezana’s reign bear the pagan symbol of the crescent and
disc, while those minted in the later part of his reign bear the sign of the cross.

Frumentius is given the title of Abba Salama. Kassate Berhan, “Father of peace and Revealer
of light”.

Ezana and Saezana appear to have been baptized with names Abreha (He

illuminated) and Atsbeha (He brought the dawn).

•

At the arrival of Abba Selama in Aksum, the Christian communities renamed him "Kesate
Berehan" (The Illuminator)
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•

King Ezana and his brother Saizana changed their former names and were renamed
"Abreha" and "Asbeha."

•

The Christian Faith was declared to be the State religion.

The sign of the Cross was minted on the Aksumite coins. By doing this, King Abreha became
the first sovereign in the world to engrave the sign of the Cross on his coins. The second coin
with the sign of the Cross was minted by Emperor Valintinian of Rome in 375 A.D

According to the chronological lists of the Ethiopian bishops, the Bishop Minas succeeded
Frumentius. He was apparently of Egyptian origin. From this time onward began the peculiar
Alexandrian jurisdiction over Ethiopian Church, which was to last for sixteen hundred years.
Throughout this period Ethiopians were not considered to be eligible for consecration as
bishops.
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VIII
NINE SAINTS
See for details: http://orthodoxwiki.org/Nine_Saints
http://www29.homepage.villanova.edu/christopher.haas/Ethiopian-saints.htm

The five ancient Asian-African Orthodox churches, the Egyptian, the Syrian, the Armenian, the
Indian, and the Ethiopian, belonged to the family of “Oriental Orthodox Churches”, as
distinguished from the family of Byzantine or “Eastern Orthodox Churches”, which included the
churches of Greece, Russia, Constantinople, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, etc.. Subsequent to
the Christological controversies arising from the Council of Chalcedon 451 A D.

http://lukebray.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/slide-0011.jpg
Nestorianism is a Christological doctrine advanced by Nestorius (386–450), Patriarch of
Constantinople from 428–431. Nestorius' teachings brought him into conflict with some other
prominent church leaders, most notably Cyril of Alexandria, who criticized especially his
30
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rejection of the title Theotokos ("Bringer forth of God" or "Mother of God") for the Virgin Mary.
Nestorius argued that it should be only "Mother of Christ" -"Christotokos". The council at
Ephesus (431) accused Nestorius of the heresy of teaching "two persons" in Christ Nestorius
and his teachings were eventually condemned as heretical at the First Council of Ephesus in
431 and the Council of Chalcedon in 451. A persecution of the Nestorianism ensued. Those that
fled the Byzantine Empire to escape

prosecution, settled in Egypt, Arabia, and Ethiopia

(Ullendorff 1960, 101). Many of Nestorius' supporters relocated to Sassanid Persia, where they
affiliated with the local Christian community, known as the Church of the East. Over the next
decades the Church of the East became increasingly Nestorian in doctrine, leading it to be
known alternately as the Nestorian Church. Those Christians were known as Tsadkan (the
Righteous Ones) in Ethiopian.

The most famous escapees to take refuge in Ethiopia were known as the Nine Saints. Nine
Saints played a vital role in the Christianization of Ethiopia. They came to Axum about 480, and
well received by the emperor Ella Amida and by the inhabitants of the city. . Their names were
Abba Aftse, Abba Alef, Abba Aragawi, Abba Garima (Isaac, or Yeshaq), Abba Guba, Abba
Liqanos, Abba Pantelewon, Abba Sehma, and Abba Yem’ata. Although frequently described as
coming from Syria. As their names indicate, they came from different parts of the Eastern
Roman Empire, such as Constantinople and Syria. Besides converting the local inhabitants to
Christianity, they also founded a number of monastic houses that followed the rule of Saint
31
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Pachomius. The Nine Saints also contributed greatly to the development of the Ge’ez liturgy,
music, art and literature. The Nine Saints undertook the massive task of translating the whole
Bible. Since they were familiar with both Syriac and Greek, they used a Syrio-Greek text for this
purpose. Most probably each of the Nine Saints translated one portion of the Bible. This is why
the Ethiopic version reveals considerable differences in style from one Book to another. The
Ethiopic version is one of the earliest Bible translations, and as such it is great importance in
textual criticism and in establishing the original text.

Garima Gospels carbon dated between 300- 650 AD
During the mighty flood of the Islamic storm over the Horn of Africa only Ethiopia remained
being a Christian Island. (600-968 A.D.)
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IX
ROCK-HEWN CHURCHES, LALIBELA
» Lalibela:- the city renowned for its 12th AD, 11 rock hewn churches, the Eighth wonders of
the world:

The town of Lalibela was originally known as Roha. It was renamed after the 12th-century King
Lalibela, who was a member of the Zagwe dynasty, which had seized the Ethiopian throne
around 1000 AD. Soon after the period of Islamic conquest of the old Jerusalem by Muslims in
1187 Jerusalem was under the control of the Muslim kings and later under the crusaders. "The
Crusades continued for several centuries after 1291, usually as military campaigns intended to
halt or slow the advance of Muslim power.." Britannica.
King Lalibela's goal was to create a New Jerusalem open to all but incapable of being controled
by earthly political powers. His political intentions were probably to create a sacred city to rival
powerful Axum, with its Ark of the Covenant.
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The churches of Lalibela were not constructed — they were excavated. Each church was
created by first carving out a wide trench on all four sides of the rock, then painstakingly
chiseling out the interior. The main structure of each church — complete with windows, door and
drainage systems — were painstakingly carved out of living rock. Bete Giyorgis is built in the
shape of a cross and Bet Medhane Alem, is the world’s largest monolithic church 11.5m deep
and 34m long. It is considered as the eighth wonder of the world, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.

15th century representation of Gebre Mesqel Lalibela ruled 1181 to 1221 AD
After laboring for 20 years, he abdicated his throne to become a hermit, living in a cave and
eating only roots and vegetables. To this day, Ethiopian Christians regard King Lalibela as one
of their greatest saints.
As such, many features have Biblical names – even the town's river is known as the River
Jordan. It remained the capital of Ethiopia from the late 12th century and into the 13th century.

The first European to see these churches was the Portuguese explorer Pêro da Covilhã (1460–
1526). Portuguese priest Francisco Álvares (1465–1540), who accompanied the Portuguese
Ambassador on his visit to Lebna Dengel in the 1520s. His description of these structures
concludes:
"I weary of writing more about these buildings, because it seems to me that I shall not be
believed if I write more ... I swear by God, in Whose power I am, that all I have written is the
truth"
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Unesco identifies 11 churches, assembled in four groups:
The Northern Group:

Bete Medhane Alem
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Biete Medhane Alem (House of the Saviour of the World), home to the Lalibela Cross and
believed to be the largest monolithic church in the world, probably a copy of St Mary of Zion in
Aksum.

Bete Maryam
Biete Maryam (House of Miriam/House of Mary), possibly the oldest of the churches, and a
replicas of the Tombs of Adam and Christ.
Biete Golgotha Mikael (House of Golgotha Mikael), known for its arts and said to contain the
tomb of King Lalibela)
Biete Maskal (House of the Cross)
Biete Denagel (House of Virgins)
The Western Group:
Biete Giyorgis (Church of Saint George), said to be the most finely executed and best preserved
church.
The Eastern Group:
Biete Amanuel (House of Emmanuel), possibly the former royal chapel
Biete Qeddus Mercoreus (House of St. Mercoreos/House of St. Mark), which may be a former
prison
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Bete Amanuel
Biete Abba Libanos (House of Abbot Libanos)

Bete Abba Libanos
Biete Gabriel-Rufael (House of the angels Gabriel, and Raphael)possibly a former royal palace,
linked to a holy bakery.
Biete Lehem (Bethlehem Hebrew: ּבֵית לֶחֶ ם, House of Holy Bread).[10]
Farther afield lie the monastery of Ashetan Maryam and Yimrehane Kristos church (possibly
eleventh century, built in the Aksumite fashion but within a cave).
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Ephiphany, at Lalibela rock hewn church
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Biete Medhani Alem, with its five aisles, is believed to be the largest monolithic church in the
world, while Biete Ghiorgis has a remarkable cruciform plan. Most were probably used as
churches from the outset, but Biete Mercoreos and Biete Gabriel Rafael may formerly have
been royal residences. Several of the interiors are decorated with mural paintings.

Near the churches, the village of Lalibela has two storey round houses, constructed of local red
stone, and known as the Lasta Tukuls. These exceptional churches have been the focus of
pilgrimage for Coptic Christians since the 12th century."
This is now a UNESCO heritage treasure. http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/18/
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x
PATRIARCHATE OF ETHIOPIAN ORTHODOX TEWAHIDO CHURCH

To perpetuate his Egyptian suzerainty over the Ethiopian church, the Egyptians inserted the
forty-second Pseudo-Canon of the Council of Nicea, prohibiting the Ethiopians from occupying
hierarchical positions. In the 13th century once again the same Article was inserted in the Fetha
Negest, the politico- religious code. Thus, an Egyptian bishop always remained at the head of
the Ethiopian Church from its foundation up to the second half of the 20th century.

Following this tradition, the head of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church was always
appointed by the Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria in Egypt. The highest native-born clergyman of
the Ethiopian Church was the Echege, who was the Abbot of the Monastery of Debre Libanos,
founded in the 1100's by the Ethiopian cleric St. Tekle Haimanot. A single Bishop was appointed
from among the Coptic monks of Egypt to preside over the Ethiopian Church. The Bishops (later
Archbishops) primary duty was to ordain clergy, crown Emperors, consecrate churches, and
preside over the church. The Echege carried out most administrative functions. During the reign
of Emperor Yohanis IV, in the 1870's, Ethiopia received 4 Coptic Bishops at once, one of whom
died shortly after arriving. When the last of these 4, Abune Mattiwos, died in 1923, negotiations
were begun between the Pope of Alexandria and the Crown Prince and Regent of Ethiopia, Ras
Taffari Mackonnen (who later became the Emperor Haile Selassie I), to have a native Ethiopian
at the head of the Ethiopian church. The Copts resisted this, but finaly, in a compromise, 4
Ethiopian bishops were appointed to assist the Egyptian Coptic Archbishop in 1928.
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During the fascist Italian invasion of Ethiopia, the Coptic Archbishop, Abune Kerlos, accepted
the rule of the invader, while the Ethiopian born Bishops, Abune Petros and Abune Markos
refused and joined the rebels. Both would be executed by the Italians, Abune Petros in the
middle of a public square in Addis Ababa, Abune Markos in the town of Gore in the south.

Abune Abraham also appointed new bishops, a right that had been held exclusively by the
Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria. The Patriarch of Alexandria excommunicated Abune Abraham,
and refused to recognize his bishops.

With the return of the Emperor, the situation changed with favor of all Ethiopia and the Emperor
going against the Egyptian authority. Between 1941 and 1959, Haile Selassie worked to
establish the autocephaly of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.The Ethiopian Orthodox Church
had been headed by the abuna, a bishop who answered to the Partriarchate in Egypt. Haile
Selassie applied to Egypt's Holy Synod in 1942 and 1945 to establish the independence of
Ethiopian bishops. When his appeals were denied he threatened to sever relations with the See
of St. Mark. Finally, in 1959, Pope Kyrillos VI elevated the Abuna to Patriarch-Catholicos. This is
the Church known today as Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church.

His Holiness Abune Paulos Patriarch of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church.
Fifth Patriarch and Catholicos (re-ese Liqane Papasat) of Ethiopia,
Ichege of the See of St. Tekle Haymanot,
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Archbishop of Axum.
He was elected in 2006.
He is one of the seven serving Presidents of the World Council of Churches
Emperor Axone declared the Christian faith as state religion - 313-339 A.D.
Emperor Caleb, the faith defender - 500-29 A.D.
Emperor Lalibela, the rock church builder - 1140-79 A.D.
Emperor Zerayakub, the author and writer of Christian Theology - 1426-59 A.D.
Emperor Fasiladas, the Christian education reformer (1635-70)
Emperor Haile Selassie I, the founder of the Ethiopian Church Patriarchate in Addis Ababa
(1922-66 A.D.)
(For detailed history of Ethiopian churches see:
www.ethiopianorthodox.org/english/ethiopian/prechristian.html
www.angelfire.com/ny3/ethiochurch/)
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Ethiopian Cross.
"Ethiopian crosses are invariably made from elaborate lattice work. Hand-held crosses usually
include a square at the base, which represents the Ark of the Covenant and both the Ark and
the Cross bear the Shekinah (see Prince of Peace Cross). Geometric patterns are common in
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Ethiopian art and there is order and meaning in the intertwined lattice style. This represents
everlasting life and also relates to the nature of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church is the predominant Oriental Orthodox Christian
church in Ethiopia. Being a non-Chalcedonian church, it is not in communion with the Ethiopian
Catholic Church. Tewahedo means a union. Just as in marriage two become one, in Christ his
full humanity and full divinity became one. They are sometimes refered to as Monophysite (one
single nature), but the Church describe themselves better as Miaphysite or Henophysite (one
united nature).

Ethiopian Catholic Church Cross
Just as Nasranees of Kerala had a stint with Portuguese Roman Catholicism, Ethiopian
Orthodox Churches also went through a similar period of inquisitional terror from which they also
bowed out with the blood of lot of martyrs. Here is a short excerpt from Seiyaku site:
"There was a brief experiment with Catholicism in the 17th century when Emperor Susenyos
allowed himself to be persuaded by Jesuit missionaries from Portugal – possibly a political move
to help secure Portuguese and Spanish military assistance.
If that was his cunning plan, it backfired. Not only did the European soldiers fail to arrive, but the
demands of Rome were just too unpalatable for the Ethiopians. Centuries of culture were
threatened and many Ethiopians revolted with great loss of life. The emperor relented, expelled
the missionaries, and in 1632 the state religion reverted to Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity"
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/ethiopian.html
We can evidently see the historical parallel with the Indian Churches and indicates the extreme
favoritism the Emperor Haile Selassie gave to Keral Nasranees.
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XI
MESKEL (FINDING OF THE TRUE CROSS)

A part of the wooden cross on which Jesus was crucified is supposed to be still in the Gishen
Mariam Church about 70 kilometers from the town of Desi.
The story is that in the year 326, Queen Helen (Eleni) the Queen mother of Constantine the
Roman Emperor prayed to God to show her the place of the Holy Seplchre. She was told that a
burning fire will lead her to the place. She lit a large fire after adding a lot of incense. The
smoke of the fire is said to have led her to the fragment of the true cross. Helena gave a piece
of he true cross to all Churches around the world, including Patriarch of Alexandria, who in turn
gave part of it to the Ethiopian Church. This piece was then brought to Ethiopia. According to
the Ethiopian legend, when people get close to the piece of the True Cross it made them naked
by its powerful light. Because of this, a decision was made to bury it at the mountain of Gishen
Mariam monastery in Wollo region. The monastery of Gishen Mariam holds a volume of a book
which records the story of the True Cross of Christ and how it was acquired.
The celebration of the discovery is called Meskel which is celebrated on September 17 of the
Ethiopian Calendar (September 27 in Gregorian Calendar
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XII
GONDAR

http://www.gfmer.ch/SRH-Course-2010/participants/Getahun-Birhanu-Sendek.htm

Gondar became the capital of Ethiopia during the reign of Emperor Fasilidas (1632-1667), who
was responsible for the building of the first of a number of castle-like palaces here. The oldest
and the most impressive of Gondar's imperial structures is the two-storeyed palace of Emperor
Fasilidas, which is built of roughly hewn brown basalt stones held together with mortar.
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XIII
HARAR
Harar Jugol, located on a hilltop about five hundred kilometers from Addis Ababa. It is famed for
its 16th AD walled city with five gates. It is believed to be the 4th holiest city in Islam,. after
Mekkah, Medina and Jerusalem, with 82 mosques, three of which date from the 10th century
and 102 shrines
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XIV

Haile Selassie I was Ethiopia's 225th and last emperor, serving from 1930 until his overthrow by
the Marxist dictator Mengistu Haile Mariam in 1974. The longtime ruler traced his line back to
Menelik I, who was credited with being the child of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.

"Emperor Haile Selassie I (July 23, 1892 – August 27, 1975) was de jure Emperor of Ethiopia
from 1930 to 1974 and de facto from 1916 to 1936 and 1941 to 1974. His full set of titles was:
"His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, King of Kings and
Elect of God," girmawi qedamawi 'atse hayille sillasie, mō'a 'anbassā za'imnaggada yīhūda
nigūsa nagast za'ītyōṗṗyā, siyūma 'igzī'a'bihēr). His name means "power of the Trinity." New
World Encyclopedia
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He was born in a mud hut in Ejersa Gora on July 23, 1892. Originally named Lij Tafari
Makonnen, he was the only surviving and legitimate son of Ras Makonnen, the governor of
Harar.

Among his father's important allies was his cousin, Emperor Menelik II, who did not have a male
heir to succeed him. Tafari seemed like a possible candidate when, following his father's death
in 1906, he was taken under the wing of Menelik.
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Menelik II
In 1913, however, after the passing of Menelik II, it was the emperor's grandson, Lij Yasu, not
Tafari, who was appointed as emperor. But Yasu, who maintained a close association with
Islam, never gained favor with Ethiopia's majority Christian population. As a result Tafari
became the face of the opposition, and in 1916 he took power from Lij Yasu and imprisoned him
for life. The following year Menelik II's daughter, Zauditu, became empress, and Tafari was
named regent and heir apparent to the throne.
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For a country trying to gain its foothold in the young century and curry favor with the West, the
progressive Tafari came to symbolize the hopes and dreams of Ethiopia's younger population.
In 1923 he led Ethiopia into the League of Nations. The following year, he traveled to Europe,
becoming the first Ethiopian ruler to go abroad.

His power only grew. In 1928 he appointed himself king, and two years later, after the death of
Zauditu, he was made emperor and assumed the name Haile Selassie ("Might of the Trinity").

Empress Menen was the daughter of Asfaw, Jantirar of Ambassel. She was a direct descendant
of Emperor Lebna Dengel, through Emperor Gelawdewos and his daughter Princess Enkulal
Gelawdewos. They were married in July 1911 a fourth marriage.
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Haile Selassie was crowned "King of Kings of Ethiopia." on 2nd November 1930.

The Throne of Haile Selassie I
In 1936 Italian forces took over the city of Addis Ababa and was declared the capital of Italian
East Africa. Haile Selassie spent his exile years (1936–1941) in Bath, United Kingdom, in
Fairfield House, which he bought. .On 12th of Yekatit 1930 Ethiopian year Ethiopian Students
threw a bomb to kill Viceroy Graziani while he was delivering a speech here in front of Addis
Ababa University. (Yekatit 12, 1930 Ethiopian year is equivalent to 19 February 1937 in the
Gregorian calendar)

Over 30,000 Ethiopians were massacred two days as retaliation by the

occupying forces.
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Princess Tsehai, Prince Makonnen Duke of Harrar, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor, Crown
Prince Asfaw Wossen, in London during their exile.

Yakatit 12 Square Monument - Sidist Kilo - where six roads meet (Martyr's Square)
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Blue plaque commemorating Haile Selassie's stay at the Abbey Hotel in Malvern
The children of the Empire were educated in England and they transferred the British System of
Education into Ethiopia. Teachers were imported from England and India.

They returned to Ethiopia on May 5th, 1941, five years to the day of it's occupation by the
Italians. As the world war ended in 1941 May 5 Haile Selassie returned to his Kingdom and
having lived abroad during the exile came back vigorously to reconstruct the country. Princess
Tsehai was closely associated with the Kerala Teachers with a keen interest in the Education of
the country
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Meyazia 27 Square - Arat Kilo, where Four roads meet
Meyazia 27 Square, commonly known as Arat Kilo, is a square in Addis Ababa. In its center is
the eponymous monument, commemorating Ethiopia's liberation from Fascist Italy. In the
Ethiopian Calendar Meyazia 27 (May 5th), is both the day when Addis Ababa fell to Italy and the
day when Emperor Haile Selassie triumphantly returned to the city after its liberation.
The original monument included a relief of the Emperor Haile Selassie holding the flag of
Ethiopia, which was altered during the rule of Mengistu Haile Mariam into a representation of a
guerrilla fighter holding flag.

On 27 August 1942, Haile Selassie abolished the legal basis of slavery throughout the empire
and imposed severe penalties, including death, for slave trading.
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Holy Trinity Cathedral is located next to the Parliament Building near the Arat Kilo (Meyazia
27)Square which is the government sector of the City of Addis Ababa. The original Church of
the Holy Trinity was established by Emperor Menelik II soon after he moved his capital from Mt.
Entoto to Addis Ababa. The new Cathedral was completed in 1942, after the return from exile
of Emperor Haile Selassie following the Italian occupation.
He started the first Amharic newspaper "Addis Zemen" in 1941 and built the Holy Trinity
Cathedral in 1942

He started the Haile Selassie First Day School in 1942 where I joined as Mathematics and
Science teacher in 1960 February.

A large number school system following the British

curriculum soon followed where he brought teachers from England and Kerala India. He had
special favor with the Kerala Malayalees because of the Orthodox Church connection.
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The whole Royal Family

The Rastafarian movement is an Ethiopian-Hebrew spirituality that arose in the 1930s in
Jamaica. It is sometimes described as a religion but is considered by many adherents to be a
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"Way of Life". Its adherents worship Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia (ruled 1930–1974),
some as Jesus in his Second Advent, or as God the Father. Members of the Rastafarian way of
life are known as Rastas, or the Rastafari. Rastafari holds many Jewish and Christian beliefs
and accepts the existence of a single triune deity called Jah, who has sent his son to Earth in
the form of Jesus (Yeshua) and made himself manifest as the person of Haile Selassie I.
Rastafarian accept much of the Bible, although they believe that its message and interpretation
has been corrupted.

Messiah will deliver believers to the Promised Land, identified by Rastas

as Ethiopia.

In the early 1900s, Marcus Garvey prophesied that a new black king would soon come to Africa
and that man would be the messiah. Not too long after this, in Ethiopia, a new king was crowned
and his name was Haile Selassie I.

Seeing this as a sign of what was prophesied, the burgeoning Rastafarian movement took this
man as the second coming of Jesus.

It has its roots in black-empowerment and back-to-Africa movements. It originated in Jamaica
and its followers continue to be concentrated there, although smaller populations of Rastas can
be found in many countries today.
Basic Beliefs
http://altreligion.about.com/od/alternativereligionsaz/a/rastafari.htm
Selassie I
As an incarnation of Jah, Selassie I is both god and king to Rastas. While Selassie officially
died in 1975, many Rastas do not believe that Jah can die and thus that his death was a hoax.
Others believe that he still lives in spirit although not within any physical form.

Selassie’s role within Rastafarian stems from several facts and beliefs, including:
•

His many traditional coronation titles, including King of Kings, Lord of Lords, His Imperial
Majestic the Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Elect of God, which correlates to
Revelation 19:16: “He hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, King of kings
and Lord of lords.”
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•

Garvey’s view of Ethiopia being the origin of the black race

•

Selassie was the only independent black ruler in all of Africa at the time

•

The Ethiopian belief that Selassie is part of an unbroken line of succession descending
directly from the Biblical King Solomon the Queen of Sheba, thus connecting him to the
tribes of Israel.

Connections with Judaism
Rastas commonly hold the black race as one of the tribes of Israel. As such, Biblical promises
to the chosen people are applicable to them. The also accept many of the Old Testament
injunctions, such as the forbiddance of cutting one’s hair (which leads to the dreadlocks
commonly associated with the movement) and eating of pork and shellfish. Many also believe
that the Ark of the Covenant is located somewhere in Ethiopia.
Babylon
The term Babylon is associated with oppressive and unjust society. It originates in the Biblical
stories of the Babylonian Captivity of the Jews, but Rastas commonly use it in reference to
Western and white society, which exploited Africans and their descendants for centuries.
Babylon is blamed for a great many spiritual ills, including the corrupting of Jah’s message
originally transmitted through Jesus and the Bible. As such, Rastas commonly reject many
aspects of Western society and culture.
Zion
Ethiopia is held by many to be the Biblical Promised Land. As such, many Rastas strive to
return there, as encouraged by Marcus Garvey and others.
Black Pride
Rastafari’s origins are strongly rooted in black empowerment movements. Some Rastas are
separatists, but many believe in encouraging mutual cooperation among all races. While the
vast majority of Rastas are black, there is no formal injunction against practice by non-blacks,
and many Rastas welcome a multi-ethnic Rastafarian movement. Rastas also strongly favor
self-determination, based on the fact that both Jamaica and much of Africa were European
colonies at the time of the religion’s formation. Selassie himself stated that Rastas should
liberate their people in Jamaica before returning to Ethiopia, a policy commonly described as
“liberation before repatriation.”
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Ganja
Ganja is a strain of marijuana viewed by Rastas as a spiritual purifier, and it is smoked to
cleanse the body and open the mind. Smoking ganja is common but not required.
Ital Cooking
Many Rastas limit their diets to what they consider "pure" food. Additives such as artificial
flavorings, artificial colors, and preservatives are avoided. Alcohol, coffee, drugs (other than
ganja) and cigarettes are shunned as tools of Babylon that pollute and confuse. Many Rastas
are vegetarians, although some eat certain kinds of fish.
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FETHA NAGAST: THE LAW OF THE KINGS

The Fetha Nagast ("Law of the Kings") is a legal code compiled around 1240 by the Coptic
Egyptian Christian writer, 'Abul Fada'il Ibn al-'Assal, in Arabic that was later translated into Ge'ez
in Ethiopia and expanded upon with numerous local laws. 'Ibn al-Assal took his laws partly from
apostolic writings, and partly from former law codes of the Byzantine rulers.

The first part of Fetha Nagast deals with mostly ecclesiastic affairs, outlining the structure of the
Church hierarchy, sacraments, and such matters. It was compiled from the Bible, writings of
early Church fathers including St. Basil and St. Hippolytus, and various canons adopted at the
Council of Nicaea, the Council of Antioch, and others.

The second part, concerning issues pertaining to the laity, such as family law, debt, civil
administration etc., also drew on these sources, but is attributed in large part to four books
referred to as "The Canons of the Kings". Various scholars have identified these books as:
1.The Procheiros Nomos, a Byzantine law code enacted by Emperor Basilius the Macedonian
between 870 and 878;
2.The Arabic version of a work commonly known as "The Syro-Roman Law Book", originally
written in Greek around 480;
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3.The Arabic version of the Ecloga, another Byzantine law code published by Emperor Leo III
the Isaurian and his son in 726;
4."Precepts of the Old Testament", a collection of the Torah laws with some Christian
commentary.

'Ibn 'al-Assal's work is thus heavily influenced by Roman law, the first three of these sources
being themselves strongly influenced by Justinian's and earlier law codes. It was originally titled
Collection of Canons, but the Arabic version is more commonly known as The Nomocanon of
Ibn al-'Assal. It was intended to be used by the Coptic Christians of Egypt, who regarded it as
authoritative.

There are a few historical records claiming that this law code was translated into Ge'ez and
entered Ethiopia around 1450 in the reign of Zara Yaqob. Even so, its first recorded use in the
function of a constitution (supreme law of the land) is with Sarsa Dengel beginning in 1563.

The Fetha Negest remained officially the supreme law in Ethiopia until 1931, when a modernstyle Constitution was first granted by Emperor Haile Selassie I. A completely modernised penal
code had already been introduced in 1930. Earlier, in 1921, shortly after becoming Regent, but
before being crowned as Emperor, Haile Selassie I had directed that certain "cruel and unusual"
punishments mandated in the Fetha, such as amputation of hands for conviction of theft, be
made to cease entirely. Even though Ethiopia's 1930 Penal Code replaced the criminal
provisions of the Fetha Nagast, the latter document provided the starting point for the code,
along with several European penal codes.
(Wiki)
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XV

Injera and several kinds of Wat (stew), is typical of Ethiopian cuisine
Injera, is a large sourdough flat sheet of bread, which is about 50 centimeters (20 inches) in
diameter and made out of fermented teff flour. Ethiopians eat exclusively with their right hands,
with the entire family sitting round, using pieces of injera to pick up bites of entrées and side
dishes. During a meal with friends or family, it is a common custom to feed others in the group
with one's hand by putting the rolled injera or a spoon full of other dishes into another's mouth.
This is called a gursha, and the larger the gursha, the stronger the friendship or bond.

The Ethiopian Orthodox Church prescribes a number of fasting periods, including Wednesdays,
Fridays every week and entire Lenten seasons. So Ethiopian cuisine contains both Vegetarian
and Non-Vegetarian.
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For one Ethiopian dollar we used to get a hundred eggs and a whole lamb leg for 25 cents.
Ethiopian women were excellent cooks. Since the Addis Ababa climate is cold we did not have
any refrigerator. The fresh meat was hung in the store on a hook. Fresh meat was actually
eaten by the local people as a delicacy.

Tej, Tella and Shamita
Tej is a honey wine, with a deceptively sweet taste that masks its high alcohol content. It is
prepared from honey, water, Gesho Stick and “leaves of Gesho”. Mixture of honey and sugar
could be used for its preparation. In cases where sugar is used as part of the substrate, natural
food coloring is added so that the beverage attains a yellow color similar to that made from
honey.

Tella (called farso in Afaan Oromo and suwa in Tigrinya.) is a traditional beer from Ethiopia and
Eritrea. It is brewed from various grains (typically teff and maize, although in some regions
barley, millet, or sorghum may be used)
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Shamita
shumita is the local beer made among the Gurage ethnic group. Tef, kita and germinated barley
(bekel) are milled and mixed with water, and the mixture is sieved after three to four days of
fermentation. Dehusked barley is toasted on the mitad, milled and added to the mixture, and the
beverage is ready to serve the next day, when Ethiopian cardamom, mitmitta , black cummin
and bishop’s weed are added.
Ambo is a fizzy bottled mineral water, available in shops. It is named after the town of Ambo
where it is made.

Coffee (Bunna) of Ethiopia
Chiri is a little village located in the highland Kaffa Zone of Southwestern Ethiopia. This region
is the birthplace of Coffea.Arabica, It is thought that coffee was discovered in Ethiopia in the
nineth century. However, some believe that coffee was commonly used in Yemen as early as
the sixth century. That is today known a Mocha Coffee. Ethiopia is the 5th largest coffee
producing country in the world. Cofee making is a ritual art of the women of Ethiopia. One
common Ethiopian coffee saying is "Buna dabo naw." "Coffee is our bread."

The story of discovery of Coffee is told as follows:
Kaldi, was a shepherd boy in the village of Kaffa.

One day he noticed that several of sheep dancing and jumping around in an unusual way after
eating the fruits of a shrub. He took some of it and tried it himself. He felt elated. He took some
and took it to his home and gave it to her wife to eat. Having found a new energy giving
elevating stuff the couple took it to the nearby monastery with their new discovery.

The

reactions to the stuff of the monks were negative. They thought it was a devil's fruit and tossed
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it into the fire. But the aroma that came out was overpowering even for the monks. They took
out the coffee from the fire and crushed it and put it in water. They tasted the water to get the
coffee as we know today as a life giving drink. It was later on elevated to a spiritual practice and
given to every home as a ritual before prayer. It was revered as a potent medicine and powerful
prayer aid, and was boiled much like medicinal herbal decoctions are boiled -- for intensity and
strength. Since it originated from Kaffa it came to be known as Coffee or Kaffa Bunn.

The Ritual of Coffee making

"The lengthy Ethiopian coffee ceremony involves processing the raw, unwashed coffee beans
into finished cups of coffee. It begins with the preparation of the room for the ritual.

First, the woman who is performing the ceremony spreads fresh, aromatic grasses and/or
flowers across the floor. She begins burning incense to ward off evil spirits, and continues to
burn incense throughout the ceremony. She fills a round-bottomed, black clay coffeepot (known
as a jebena) with water and places it over hot coals.

Then, the hostess takes a handful of green coffee beans and carefully cleans them in a heated,
long-handled, wok-like pan. Holding the pan over hot coals or a small fire, she stirs and shakes
the husks and debris out of the beans until they are clean.

Once the beans are clean, she slowly roasts them in the pan she used to clean them. During the
roasting, she keeps the roast as even as possible by shaking the beans (much like one would
shake an old-fashioned popcorn popper) or stirring them constantly. The roasting may be
stopped once the beans are a medium brown, or it may be continued until they are blackened
and shimmering with essential oils. The aroma of the roasted coffee is powerful and is
considered to be an important aspect of the ceremony.
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After the hostess has roasted the beans, she will grind them. She uses a tool similar to a mortar
and pestle. The “mortar” is a small, heavy wooden bowl called a mukecha (pronounced mookey-cha) and the “pestle” is a wooden or metal cylinder with a blunt end, called a zenezena.
With these tools, she crushes the beans into a coarse ground.

By the time the beans are ground, the water in the jebena is typically ready for the coffee. The
performer removes a straw lid from the coffeepot and adds the just-ground coffee. The mixture
is brought to a boil and removed from heat.

At this point, the coffee is ready to be served. A tray of very small, handle-less ceramic or glass
cups is arranged with the cups very close together. The ceremony performer pours the coffee in
a single stream from about a foot above the cups, ideally filling each cup equally without
breaking the stream of coffee. The dregs of the coffee remain in the pot. This technique
prevents coarse grounds from ending up in the coffee cups.

In some cases, the youngest child may serve the oldest guest the first cup of coffee. Afterward,
the performer serves everyone else.

Guests may add their own sugar if they’d like. Milk is not typically offered. After adding sugar,
guests bunna tetu (“drink coffee”), and then praise the hostess for her coffee-making skills and
the coffee for its taste.

After the first round of coffee, there are typically two additional servings. The three servings are
known as abol, tona and baraka. Each serving is progressively weaker than the first. Each cup
is said to transform the spirit, and the third serving is considered to be a blessing on those who
drink it." http://coffeetea.about.com/od/historyculture/a/EthiopianCoffeeCeremony.htm#
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XVI
TRADITIONAL DRESS OF ETHIOPIA

Traditional Ethiopian Dress

A monk in the monastery. Some monks live in the Cemetery in small huts living their entire life
in prayer. I have once met one in the Addis Ababa cemetery who was once a Ras (Chief)
among the Warriors. He has taken a vow of silence and would not talk
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Bride and Groom; Carrying the baby at the back
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XVII
LIFE IN ADDIS
We took a house close to the School and hired an Ethiopian girl to help at home.

The house was a one bedroom house with a large sitting room with fireplace. It belonged to Ato
Alemayu a young educated Ethiopian. Since Addis Ababa was on elevated hill, it was cold all
the year round. We slept with a coal of fire in the bedroom.

Because of the fear of carbon

dioxide poisoning it was not a burning fire. Embers were enough to keep the room warm.

The school was only within walking distance. Mr. Wood was the Principal. I started teaching
the High School Physics and Mathematics. Most of the teachers in all Ethiopian schools were
either British or Indian. There were large Indian communities both in education as well as in
business. Most of the Indian teachers were from Kerala and that from the Christian community
as Haile Selassie had a special corner for Christians from Kerala.

The Ethiopian Coptic

Nestorian Church shares the faith with the Kerala Jacobite tradition almost completely.
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In the school along with me was Mr.& Mrs. A.T. George (Thankamma and George) with two
children who taught Mathematics. He later went to England and was ordained a priest in the
Anglican Church and later died there. Thankamma came back to Ambattu Maliakal house in
Punnaveli and continued to serve the church in the ladies wing.

Princess Aida Desta, (1927 – 2013) the grand daughter of Emperor was a close friend of the
Georges.
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She was the daughter of Ras Desta Damtew and Princess Tenagnework. She was the wife of
Leul Ras Mangasha Seyum, Prince of Tigray, son of Seyum Mangasha, and great-grandson of
Emperor Yohannes IV.

Ras Mangasha Seyum, Prince of Tigray and Princess Aida Desta in 1960

There was also Mr.& Mrs. Rajan (Rajan and Ammukutty) with their two children who taught
Chemistry. Rajan is related to my mother and calls me uncle.
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Rajan and Ammukutty and the Children

Mr & Mrs Abraham, Rajan & Ammukutty, Mrs & Mr. Ninan, K.C.Nainan, Simon, ?, P.V.Oommen
Teachers from all the schools far and wide meeting in Addis
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Ponnamma and Ammukutty

Ammukutty and Thankamma
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Those who were employed as teachers in the remote places had to come to Addis Ababa to get
Indian food materials and other stuff. . Oommen and Kochu Joy were in Debra Berhan which
was about 2 hours by road. There was a regular bus service between most towns to Addis
Ababa. As a result they most often came down to Addis Ababa in the weekends. They were
both constant visitors and stayed with us or with some other friends \ during the weekends.
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Visit to Debra Berhan to see P.V.Oommen and K.C.Nainan
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Picnic
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OOMMEN AND AMMINIKUTTY

P.V. Oommen and Amminikutty soon after their marriage in Debra Berhan (1960)
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Fleas are small, wingless, agile insects that live off the blood of their host -- and they don't just
bite pets. They dine on people, too especially women. We used to call it Koneecha. They stick
to the clothes. The easiest way was to wear white clothes (probably explains the white clothes
of the women of Ethiopia) so that they can be seen and removed.

Some people are very sensitive to flea bites -- but scratching can cause a wound or infection.
Probably these people have sweet blood which the fleas like. That would probably show how
sweet they are. Ponnamma was one such person. At one time her legs were swollen from the
groin to the foot that we had to go to the hospital.
http://www.webmd.com/allergies/ss/slideshow-bad-bugs
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XVIII

The 1960 Ethiopian coup was the coup d'etat staged in Ethiopia on 13 December 1960 to
overthrow Emperor Haile Selassie. While the emperor was away on a state visit to Brazil, four
conspirators, led by Germame Neway and his older brother Brigadier General Mengistu Neway,
who was commander of the Kebur Zabangna (the Imperial Bodyguard), took hostage several
ministers and other important personages. Then after taking control of most of Addis Ababa, the
capital of Ethiopia, they declared the regime of Haile Selassie had been deposed and
announced the beginning of a new, more progressive government under the rule of Haile
Selassie's eldest son, Crown Prince Asfaw Wossen, that would address the numerous
economic and social problems Ethiopia faced.

We lived next door to the Army weapon store. On the 13th December 1960, all of a sudden the
compound of our home was filled with army personals armed swarming all over. We were told
that a coupe is on the go. The Ethiopian servant girl took off. We were wondering what to do
when Rajan drove at the front of the house and asked us to get in the car. Ponnamma was fully
pregnant. We drove to the school compound and it had an underground area where all our
teachers were for three days. We had enough water and food in stock for several days which
each gathered before they took shelter underground.

Then after taking control of most of Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia, they declared the
regime of Haile Selassie had been deposed and announced the beginning of a new, more
progressive government under the rule of Haile Selassie's eldest son, Crown Prince Asfaw
Wossen that would address the numerous economic and social problems Ethiopia faced.
Despite a demonstration of support by the students of Haile Selassie University, the other
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military units remained loyal and worked together to crush the coup. By 17 December, loyalists
had regained control of Addis Ababa and the conspirators were either dead or had fled the
capital. Mengistu was hanged in the open square.

Will this lead to more civil war and trouble?

So we had to decide whether fully pregnant

Ponnamma should stay behind. So with the whole teachers gang advised to sent her back
home for delivery. The Embassy of India was cooperative and within a day they separated the
passport and gave her the new passport to go home.
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She returned to Kerala via Aden to Bombay and then Cochin. At Bombay Mr. Antony, the
General Secretary of YMCA, Bombay, received her. At Cochin my brother M.M. Cherian
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received her. She reached her sister Amminey and brother in law C.E.George in Nedumangad
and in course of time was admitted in the Trivandrum Medical College Hospital.

I moved out from the house and stayed with Mr. Kuriakose from Ranni as a paying guest till I left
Ethiopia for Ghana.

Alone in Addis Ababa

Mr. Kuriakose and me
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After a dinner at the home of Mr. Kuriakose with friends

Mrs. Nainan, Mrs. George, Mr.George, Mr.P.V.Oommen, Mr.Ninan
George kids
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St. George Cathedral, Addis Ababa

After a Baptism at the Orthodox Church in Addis Ababa.
Rev. Joseph is seen at the center. He also settled later in Bangalore.
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XIX
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Premeela Mariam Ninan
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Ponnamma with Premu
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Leelamma (Younger sister of Ponnamma), Ponnamma and Premu
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Leelamma with Premu

Susy, Omana, Lizan in front of Nedumangad George house
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Omana holding Premu

Susy holding Premu

Nedumangad
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P.V. Oommen moved to Ghana in Cape Coast as a Physics teacher in a Catholic School and
K.C.Nainan moved to Ghana in Cape Coast as a Chemistry teacher in the Ghana National
College.

Ghana National College was looking for a Mathematics and Physics teacher to start their
Advance Level classes and the Headmaster asked Joy for help. At his suggestion I was asked
join them. By the end of the school year in Ethiopia, I had submitted my resignation and was
ready to join. However since I did not complete the three-year contract, I was not eligible for
return ticket to India. As a result I flew directly to Ghana from Addis Ababa.

Mr.K.C.Nainan went to India and we arranged him to join Ponnamma and the baby in their flight
to Ghana.
Ponnamma went to Elanthoor and stayed with her parents and visited my home with the baby
until it was time for her to join me in Ghana. It was her long ambition since she went to Bombay
to realize her father's dream of a new home.

He had all the necessary wood and other

elements ready for a long period. She initiated the move to embark on the project encouraging
her father to start the project.

While I took the flight from Addis Ababa to Acra direct, Ponnamma took the flight from
Trivandrum to Acra via Bombay and Beirut. Here we go again into a new land and new culture.
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